Abstract
Introduction
In the collaborative filtering algorithm based on memory, the most popular is collaborative filtering algorithm based on a nearest neighbor [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the use of such method to make recommendations to user, it involves these steps:
(1) Collect information which represents user's interest, such as purchase records, user rating of item etc [6] [7] [8] .; (2) Look for similar users, calculate user similarity through their common evaluation data and find the nearest neighbors having similar interest as target users' [9] [10] ; (3) Generate recommendations to target users in the nearest neighbor set. Apparently, similarity calculation is foundation and core to the whole collaborative filtering algorithm. The selection of appropriate similarity measure method is significant to the entire collaborative filtering approach [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In the algorithm, what's used mostly so far is correlation coefficient similarity (Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation) [16] [17] [18] and cosine similarity. Although they consider diversity of user assessment standards, such similarity measuring methods still have shortcomings in the application of the collaborative filtering:
(1) In the case of improving high-dimensional sparseness, the scale K of the intersection of concern circle among users (jointly rated item) is generally smaller and not identical; traditional similarity measuring methods can't accommodate to the situation, easily overestimating or underestimating the real similarity among users;
(2) Lower recommendation precision due to data sparseness. Table 1 lists out user's scorings of items. The scoring scale of every user is [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For user u1 and u2, it needs to find out firstly the rating u1: (1,2,1,2,1)and u2: (4,5,4,5,4)of their commonly appraised items; Then utilize Pearson correlation to compute their similarity Sim(u1,u2)=1. Based on correlation coefficient, they are completely alike. However, user u1 marked lowly those items while user u2 rated highly, therefore, their similarity is not so high. For user u2: (4, 5, 4, 5, 4) and u3: (5, 4, 5, 4, 5) , employ Pearson correlation to reckon their similarity Sim(u2,u3)=-1, totally negative correlated, but actually they have very strong similarity because they both rated highly those items. For instance, we determine u1and u5 which is closer to u4. First of all, for user u1 and u4, they rated commonly only one item and the score is 5; at this moment, their Pearson correlation is Sim(u1,u4)=1; for user u5 and u4, their commonly evaluated item is u5 (2, 3, 4, 3) and u4 (2, 3, 4, 5) ; use Pearson correlation to compute their similarity Sim(u5,u4)=0.67. From correlation coefficient, we find u1 is much closer to u4; but in fact, u1 and u4 assessed commonly only one item; u5 and u4 did four items, of which three ratings are identical. Hence, u5 and u4 should be more similar. Besides, if one user's ratings of all items keep the same, such as u:( 2,2,2,2,2) and v: (4, 4, 4, 4, 4) , with traditional cosine vector similarity measuring method, it's impossible to get accurate similarity between them. Those weaknesses cause lower precision of recommendation in light of data sparsity. 
Existing Solutions
To address those problems, researchers stated to improve those similarity measuring methods, enhancing calculation accuracy while the sparsity keeps the same. J. A. Konstan, et al., [19] [20] suggested MAX and MIN [21] improved approaches which are both based on Pearson correlation coefficient, considering the effect of the number of jointly rated items by users on similarity calculation results. It is shown in formula 1 and formula 2. The paper [22] presented a new similarity measurement method. It discussed from the aspect of Proximity, influence and popularity (PIP in short) the impact of user rating on similarity among users, alleviating data sparseness in traditional similarity measuring methods and upgrading the recommendation precision. PIP's calculation method is shown as:
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Moreover, some scholars reduced the coefficient degree of matrix by matrix filling or adding user or item attribute, for the purpose of higher recommendation accuracy. Zhang Guangwei, et al., used similarity calculation method based on cloud model. With its bridge role in qualitative knowledge representation, qualitative and quantitative knowledge transformation, they designed a method to compare user similarity in knowledge level, overcoming deficiencies of traditional methods based on vector. Literature [23] showed a new similarity measuring method based on fuzzy similarity priority comparison. It used similarity priority ratio to search similar users and predicted their marks of unrated items according to item similarity, for enhanced recommendation precision. Inspired from collaborative filtering algorithms based on user and item, [24] considered both user and item similar information while predicting ratings of missing items, finding the similar user set and similar item set of those missing items. Peng Yu, et al., proposed a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on item. By calculating item's rating similarity and also attribute similarity, it made use of two-way implicative predicates to compute item similarity. However, those aforesaid approaches require often the recommendation system to provide some additional information like user personal information, item attribute etc. None of them is the optimal solution because, on one hand, those data are hardly acquired; on the other hand, it increases computational complexity and workload of the system.
The paper proposed the similarity measuring method based on user rating weighed difference entropy, i.e., NWDE. By calculating differences of user ratings and considering the size of user's concern circle intersection, it uses weighted information entropy to measure similar degree of user scoring. This method doesn't require user or commodity's other attribute information. With unchanged data sparsity, it mitigates overestimation or underestimation of user similarity which is found in traditional similarity measuring method, improving the precision of recommendation.
Similarity Measuring Technique based on Entropy

Motivation of this Proposal
Information entropy is used to measure the randomness or dispersion degree of distribution. The distribution is more scattered, i.e., more even, and that the entropy is bigger; the distribution is more orderly, i.e., more concentrated, and that the entropy is smaller. For the given sample set X, its information entropy is acquired by this formula:
Hence, by introducing entropy to collaborative filtering similarity measuring field, we can weigh the dispersion degree of rating differences among diverse users or items. If the entropy of two user's scoring difference is smaller, implying that their differential degree is lower and similar degree is higher. In extreme cases, if all data of two user's grade difference are made the same value, the entropy is 0; conversely, bigger entropy indicates higher difference degree and lower similarity.
In the recommendation process, one user is more likely to accept opinions of others in the same circle of concern. Suppose user u's concern circle (i.e. rating item set) is u I , user v's is v I , and the crossed set of the two is uv II  . If the intersection set is bigger, meaning the two users are more unanimous in the circle and thus they're more likely to accept mutual opinions and more interdependent. In consideration of two user similarity, it's necessary to consider the scale of their intersected circle of concern.
Algorithm Design
The new algorithm has three steps:
Step one: Evaluate rating difference between two users Assume jointly rated item set I of user i and j; their commonly rated data is respectively 
Step 
Step three: WDE normalized to 
Experiment Design and Discussion
Experimental Data
For the experiment, we got data from MoveiLens dataset collected by GroupLens Research group in Minnesota University [25] . The dataset have been so far used mostly for studies on the collaborative filtering recommendation system. MovieLens site is used to receive user's marks of movies and provide accordingly movie recommendation list. Its rating scale is integer from 1 to 5. Higher rating value means user's stronger interest in the movie; otherwise, less/no interest.
MovieLens provides downloading of dataset of three magnitudes: 100,000 comments by 943 users on 1682 movies; 1,000,000 comments by 6064 users on 3900 movies and 10,000,000 comments by 71567 users on 10618 movies. In the experiment, we chose the first data as experimental dataset, of which each user evaluated at least 20 movies. The sparsity of the dataset [26] is 1-100000/(943*1682)=0.93, very discrete. We divided randomly the data to training set and testing set, of which training set is 80% and testing set 20%.
4.2Experimental Evaluation Strategy
The paper firstly confirmed whether NWDE method can effectively eliminate user similarity distortion when data is sparse; then, examined if it can reach better recommendation precision. We used mean absolute error (MAE) and three evaluation criteria commonly used in information retrieval and personalized recommendation field: precision rate, recall ratio and F -measure [27] [28] [29] .
Precision rate is defined as: in Top-N recommendation results, the percentage of correctly recommended items, in the expression:
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Recall rate is the percentage of correctly recommended items in the whole testing dataset, acquired by:
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  (10) In some cases, the recommendation system's precision and recall ratio are both high or low, indicative of different perspectives. F-measure combines both precision and recall rate. It can reflect them equally. It can be obtained by the equation:
Apparently, the smaller MAE is, the better quality the recommendation reaches; higher precision and recall ratio and bigger F-measure suggests better quality of recommendation; otherwise, it's worse.
Experimental Results and Discussion
First of all, in MovieLens dataset, we used respectively Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation, cosine similarity and the proposed NWDE technique to calculate the similarity between the first and other users. Results are shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , axis X refers to user ID and axis Y means similarity score. We find from it cosine similarity has concentrated scores, mostly in the range [0. 8, 1] . But, user similarity difference value is not big, which makes it difficult to discern clearly neighboring users with uniform preference as target users. Besides, in the case of sparse dataset, the proposed algorithm alleviates the influence of overestimation or underestimation of user similarity. We take for instance, the common rating data of the first and the 866 user is u1: (5,5,3) and u866: (3, 3, 2) , between them the similarity is 1 with traditional Pearson or Spearman correlation. Obviously their real similarity is not so high as 1. With NWDE, the similarity is 0.7899, to a certain degree, eliminating overestimation of similarity. Moreover, the common rating data of the first and the 47 user is u1:(5, 3, 5, 5）and u47: (4, 5, 4, 4) , between them the similarity is -1 with Pearson or Spearman correlation. Clearly, they rated too high and the similarity is not so low. With NWDE, the similarity is 0.7894, more accordant to the real similar degree.
In the following, we discussed the recommendation precision of the proposed NWDE technique. In testing dataset, we predicted user rating by choosing different neighbor numbers to get respectively MAE value of each measuring method. In addition, to validate the quality of recommendation results, we evaluated those methods in terms of accuracy rate, recall ratio and F-measure. Results are put in Table  2 . From the Table 2 , except Precision, NWDE got the second best marks; its Recall and F-measure got the best scores. On the whole, NWDE realized the best quality of recommendations. Simultaneously, compared to precision rate, four methods had lower recall ratio, perhaps being affected by the magnitude of both N value and testing dataset.
Conclusion
In collaborative filtering algorithm based on memory, the most widely used similarity measurement method for similarity based on correlation coefficient (Pearson and Spearman) and similarity based on cosine vector. However, there are still some drawbacks of these traditional similarity measure methods:
In the case of high dimensional sparse data, users' the circle of concern the intersection of scale K is mostly small and inconsistent. The traditional similarity measure methods cannot adapt to this situation, easy to exaggerate or reduce the similarity of users. For this issue, the proposed a similarity measurement algorithm based on entropy. The algorithm is not the help other information users or items, the difference between users by calculating the score, used the information entropy of an adjustment to measure different user rating similarity. At the same time, in the calculation of user similarity considered users the size of common concern circle. The size is bigger, the weight of their similarity is higher. Experiments show that the algorithm effectively solves the problem of the inaccuracy of similarities in data sparsity or small size neighborhood environments, and outperforms other state-ofthe-art CF algorithms and it is more robust against data sparsity.
